
 Questions Option1
1 Antonym of 'nimble' giant
2 Antonym of 'repel' concentrate
3 Waiting for a bus is a ____ experience. kills
4 Blue blood' means belonging to low class society

5 When the Principal entered the class, a student………. on the blackboard.
wrote

6 She………TV when her husband came. was watching

7 In the following question, find the correctly spelled word.  Renassanca
8 Jawaharlal spent his childhood __ Anand Bhawan. at

9 Sukanta got ____ as an officer in the State bank of India. appointment

10 Fill in the blanks with correct Prepositions. Life is not a bed ____ roses. with
11 My grandfather will come here ____ a week. before
12 Selfish people will not come forward ____ others. help

13 He was carrying a heavy load'- Mention the type of sentence simple
14 He hopes to join ____ university soon. a
15 Synonym of 'masticate' run
16 A: What is _____ ? B: She is a bank manager.  his job 
17 Jim’s a postman. He _____ letters to people.  answers  
18 _____ does your father do in his free time? why
19 Rosemary _____ three languages. spokes
20 We have been living in Ankara ______ ten years. for
21 The bridge will be finished ______ two months’ time. by
22 I’ll be home ______ 7 o’clock. by
23 Don’t hurry. The train won’t leave ______ 5.50 in
24  I’ve been in this class ______ the beginning of the semester. at
25  Shevchenko was born ______ Ukraine. on
26 Can you get the eggs ______ the fridge, please? out



27 The glass fell ______ the table and broke. out of 
28 Are you short ______ breath? from
29 Wreckage from the plane was scattered _____ a wide area. over
30 It is always difficult to stand up _____ the opinion of the majority after
31 He was sentenced _____ four years’ imprisonment. by
32 As long as the bans remained _____ force, Turkey could not claim to be fully democratic. with
33 Antonym of  'Foremost' Hindmost
34 -----------  is an antonym of Opaque. Transparent
35 The Chairman is ill and we'll have to  ____ the meeting for few days put on
36 Synonym of 'Command' Instruct
37 Synonym of 'motive' reason
38 Synonym of 'cease' begin
39 Synonym of 'Alert' energetic
40 Blow one's trumpet' means to praise another
41 Meet me ____ the gate tomorrow. in
42 Fill in the blanks with correct form of verbs: She _______ the piano. play
43 Action that is likely to make people very angry inflationary
44 Antonym of 'Practical' unpractical
45 A humorous drawing dealing with current events or politics. sketch
46 Act of mercy killing suicide
47 Synonym of infrequent regular
48 Bare minimum needed for survival sustenance
49 People who belong to the same country patriots
50 Person who lives outside one's native country expatriate
51 A person learning a trade under someone assistant
52 Use the Correct form of Modal auxiliary verb: ______ I help you? Should
53 To make clean breast of'- means to gain prominence
54 Use the correct Preposition: It's been four hours ______ it stopped raining. when
55 To keep one's temper' means to become hungry
56 Meaning of 'sultry' hot and humid
57 Meaning of  'Slothful' lazy



58 Fill in the blanks with the correct option: He ______ (won) the Prize. bear away
59 Shankhamala _______ (recovered) from the shock. got over
60 She was weary ___ the daily chores. to
61 The problem was now as clear as ______ to her. water
62 It ____ not _______ since four months. have, rain
63 Beating the drum' means express oneself
64 New York is ____ large city no article
65 Are you attending ____reception today the
66 ____ Oranges are grown in Nagpur no article
67 She wants to become ____engineer a
68 She stayed ______ the entire night. on
69 ____lion is a ferocious animal an
70 ______ stitch in time, saves nine. The
71 He is ____honest official. an
72 Malapropism' means correct use of words
73 Opposite of 'punitive' is cognizant
74 She cut a sad figure in her first performance on the stage. performed a sad role
75 Cut to the chase' means coming to the point
76 His most trusted friend proved to be a snake in the grass. cowardly and brutal
77 sitting on the fence' means asserting one's idea
78 -----------is a antonym of Exasperate. annoy
79 ________ is a synonym of Enter. get with
80 Spendthrift' is a synonym of prodigal
81 My grandfather walks very________ quick
82 Choose the correct word order Why she did leave so early ?
83 Please give me a ______________ of paper peice
84 Which is the 'longest pause' ? apostrophe
85 Sorry, she can't come to the phone. She _______ a bath have

86 They _____ him down. lied
87 Honesty is ------ best policy a
88 Choose the correct word order We are really happy for you.



89 Meaning of 'Achilles's heel'- ankle
90 Synonym of 'abode' villa
91 Antonym of 'zealous' unenthusiastic 
92 Kolkata is the -------city of Bengal large
93 April is the ------month of the year cruelest
94 A miss is --------a mile better than 
95 Kolkata is safer than ------- most other cities of the country
96 ------word is as precise as this some other
97 the fan is whirling ------our head above
98 she------cars deals with
99 It is ten------my watch by
100 ---------- is a synonym of Watch seek
101 One who travels from place to place (One word substitution) Itinerant
102 He may have aged when I last saw him. (Substitute the underlined part) since I saw him
103 If you call to him and explain your problem, he will help. (Substitute the underlined part) call at him
104 The teacher is popular _____ his pupils. (Fill in the blanks) in
105 Internal telephone system (Substitute with single word) interim
106 With open arms- means warmly
107 By leaps and bounds- means very fast
108 Lion's share -means minor share
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Option2 Option3 Option4 Ans

clumsy clumsy frank 1

attract attract continue 2

kill kill is killind 3

give complain in written member of high class society  complain give verbally 3

was writing write is writing
2

is watching watches watched 1

Renaissance Renenscance Renanscience 2

in on under 1

appoints appointed appointing 3

of in about 2

about in on 3

helping helped to help 4

complex compound negetive 1

an the no article 3

clean smash chew 4

 she job  he job  her job 4

works delivers serves 3

when how what 4

tells know speaks 4

since in until 1

for since in 4

in on sice 1

on until after 3

on towards since 4

along in inside 3

out of over under 2



off outside under 2

at off of 4

from on at 1

against over about 2

to with against 2

in along on 2

Unimportant Disposed Mature 2
Clear Covered Misty 1
put of put away put off 4
lead manage supervise 1

occasion intention preparation 3

stop create dull 2

observant intelligent sentimental 2

to praise a leader to praise oneself to praise the god 3

on at in front 3

playing have played plays 4

 inflammable commensurable  inflammatory 4

inpractical impractical practiceless 3

illustration cartoon skit 3

euthanasia homicide regicide 2

rare everyday occasional 2

subsistence sustainable supplement 2

comrades compatriots natives 3

Local Inhabitant foreigner alien 1

secretary clerk apprentice 4

Will May Do 3

to praise oneself to confess without reserve to destroy before it blooms 3

since for during 2

to be in good mood to preserve one's energy to be aloof from 2

moist cool and tranquil cold and wet 1

fat stubborn ignorant 1



give away bore away got away 3

pulled over worked over put through 1

of at on 2

air crystal glass 3

is, rained has, rained has been, raining 3

assert a view or belief strongly to propose an idea seek permission 2

the a an 3

an a no article 1

the a an 1

an the no article 2

at in up 4

the no article a 4

a an no article 2

a the no article 1

precise use of words mistaken use of words superfluousness 3

inconsistent rewarding punctual 3

did not do well cut a sorry face made a sorry figure 1

Keep pursuing an idea continuing a journey to edit information 1

low and mean a hidden enemy an unreliable person 3

avoid expressing an idea or taking a decision obtaining approval finding source 2

tarnish belittle please 4

get along get above get in 4

miser sponsor a beggar 1

fastly fast nice 3

Why did she leave so early ? Why did so early she leave ? Why so early did she leave ? 2

piece piese peace 2

comma full-stop hyphen 3

has is is having 4

laid lying lay 2

the no article an 2

We are happy really for you. We are happy for you really. Really we are happy for you. 1



weak point easy step injury 2

tree house home cottage 3

unzealous sad cheerful 1

larger largest largly 3

most cruel cruel cruelling 1

far better than as good as so good as 3

many other cities of the country some other cities of the country few other cities of the country 1

very few no other all other 3

over on at the top of 2

deals in deals on deals by 2

to in on 1

read look at behold 3

mendicant journeyman tramp 1

since I last saw him before I last saw him no correction 2

call upon him call in him no improvement 2

among at about 2

interlocutor intercom interdiscipline 3

cold blooded resembled coldly 1

very slow in details aimlessly 1

major share heart of the prey introvert 2








